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Developing strategies and behaviors that 
build Meaning-Centered Leadership in 
your organization



85%



66%



Their chief Good and Excellence is 

thought to reside in their work.
Aristotle

Your Purpose in life is to find your purpose 

and give your Heart and Soul to it. 
Buddha



Meaningful

work is a 

fundamental
human need!

Self-
Actualization

Esteem

Belongingness & Love

Safety Needs

Physiological Needs

Meaning



“Man’s search for Meaning is the 

primary Motivation in his life and not a 

secondary rationalization of instinctual 

drives.” 
Viktor Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning



Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Flow

“The consequence of forging a life by 

Purpose and Resolution is a sense 

of inner Harmony, a dynamic order in 

the contents of consciousness.” 



Martin E. P. Seligman, Flourish

“The Meaningful life consists in 

Belonging to and Serving

something that you believe is bigger than 

the self.” 



$20,000 

per year per employee

250 employees = $3 million lost

Disengagement Costs



$1,000,000,000

U.S. businesses are losing one 

TRILLION per year due to voluntary 

employee turnover

Turnover Costs



Quality of Work = 
Quality of Life



The “How” with the 3 E’s

Engagement Empowerment Expertise

Meaning-Centered Leadership



Engagement

Build Trust

Show Care & Concern

Communicate & Listen





Show Care & Concern

Do you care for me?   Can you help me?   Can I trust

you?





“Relationships are not just vehicles 

to help further career goals, but rather 

are rich sources of Meaning in and of 

themselves.” 
Scott Mautz, Make it Matter



Open Communication 
& Active Listening



Empowerment

Collaborative Visioning

Recognition

Enthusiasm



Collaborative Visioning
Bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete* 
in the world.

*If you have a body, you are an athlete.



Storytelling can translate those dry and 

abstract numbers into compelling pictures

of a leader’s goals

~ Stephen Denning



Recognition



Enthusiasm





Expertise

Wisdom Grounded by Principles

Optimism for the Future

Humility







“Humility is the first of the virtues, for 
other people.”  ~ Oliver Wendal Holmes

“It’s hard to be humble,when you’re as 
great as I am.”   Muhammad Ali



Philosophy

Leadership

Psychology



www.meaningcenteredleadership.com

info@meaningcenteredleadership.com

facebook.com/meaningcenteredleadership

@meaningleaders

linkedin.com/company/meaning-centered-leadership
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